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Color Chart Painting Specifications - Honda NSX

Follow the manufacturer's instructions. Treat the aluminum alloy base surface, as much as possible, to provide a better bonding surface for the subsequent paint. 
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Color Chart Painting Specifications Honda code



NH-547 NH-552M



Color name



Berlina Black



Sebring Silver Metallic



0



0



Body color



R-77



NH-565



G-70P



Grand Prix White



Chariot Green Pearl



Formula



Red



USA Canada



0



0



ROOF PANEL (Black paint NH-547)



REAR HATCH LOWER GARNISH (Black paint NH-566 Gloss90) CENTER PILLAR PANEL (Black paint NH-547) DOOR HANDLE/OUTER MOLDING (Black paint NH-547)



WASHER NOZZLE (Body color) HEADLIGHT LID (Body color)



INTAKE GRILLE (NH-533 Gloss60) SIDE AIR IN TAKE (Body color) FRONT PILLAR MOLDING (Black paint NH-547) FRONT BUMPER (Body color)



DOOR MIRROR (Body color)



Black paint area REAR FENDER



-FRONT SKIRT (Body color)



SECTION AA



UNDER SPOILER (BP Dark gray NH-533)



ENGINE COMPARTMENT OPENING (Rear window side, Black paint)



REAR BUMPER (Body color)



SIDE SILL PANEL (Body color) REAR SKIRT (Black paint NH-86 Gloss40 and Body color) Body color



NOTE: In case of NH-547 there is no need to paint black. Apply NH-86 black (Gloss 40) to visible surface of Body color



shadowed area after installing equipment (except G-70P).
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4C•4B (4-Coat•4-Bake) Paint General 4C•4B paint finish gives the NSX a deep gloss and stunning finish. This manual provides information on paint defect repair and refinishing. Throughout, the objective has been to explain in a simple yet comprehensive manner the basic items you should know about paint repairs. Select the correct material for the defect and repaint or refinish in the correct manner as described in this manual.



Most paints contain substances that are harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Read the paint label before opening the container. Spray paint only in a well ventilated area. Cover spilled paint with sand, or wipe it up at once. Wear an approved respirator, gloves, eye protection and appropriate clothing when painting. Avoid contact with skin. If paint gets in your mouth or on your skin, rinse or wash thoroughly with water. If paint gets in your eyes, flush with water and get prompt medical attention. Paint is flammable. Store it in a safe place, and keep it away from sparks, flames or cigarettes. Basic Rules in Repairing a 4C•4B paint finish To repair paint damage, always use the 2-part acrylic urethane paints designated; polish and bake each of the four coats, as in production, to maintain the original film thickness, and to assure the same quality as the original finish. Outline of Factory Painting Process:



Pretreatment



Electrodeposition of primer



(Chipping Primer)



+



Intermediate coat 1



Intermediate coat 2 (color sealer)



Top coat



Roof panel Black paint



Masking



(Except NH-547)



Features in Each Work Process 1.



Pretreatment and Electrodeposition In the pretreatment process, the entire body is degreased, cleaned, and coated with zinc phosphate by dipping after being. After the body has been cleaned with pure water, it is placed in an electrolytic bath of soluble primer (Cationic Electrodeposition). This will produces a thorough corrosion inhibiting coating on the innersurfaces and corners of the body, pillars, sills or panel joints. Chipping primer is then applied to the most susceptible area (see page 8-11).



2.



Intermediate coat 1 The intermediate coat 1 is applied to the prepared surface in for further protection against damages.



3.



Intermediate coat 2 The intermediate coat is matched to the color of the top coat. Top coat Water base enamel paint and either polyester or acrylic resin paint is used in the top coat for higher solidity, smoothness,



4.



brightness, and weather resistance. Sectional View of Paint Coats:



- Water base enamel
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4C•4B (4-Coat•4-Bake) Paint Color Matching The intermediate coat will determine the color and quality of the paint finish (smoothness, gloss, brightness and thickness). Be sure to follow mixing instructions explicitly and measure the paint accurately.



Combination Table: Intermediate Coat 2 Top Coat



Color 1 (N9.0)



Color 2 (N3.0)



Intermediate Coat 1 Color 1 (N8.0)



Color 2 (N4.5)



NH-547 Berlina Black



R-77 Formula Red



Exclusive color (Red color base)



NH-552M Sebring Silver Metallic NH-565 Grand Prix White G-70P Chariot Green Pearl For Mass Production For Repair



Exclusive color (Black color base) Polyester or Urethane Paints N9.0: White N3.0: Dark Gray



Polyester or Urethane Paints N8.0: White N4.5: Dark Gray



1. Enamel paint for top coat is used as intermediate coat 2 (Acrylic urethane paint)



Present epoxy two-part primer surfacer (gray may be used.



2. Exclusive color: Use the same hue as the exclusive color. (Acrylic urethane paint)
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Paint Refinishing Paint damage can appear in any form. Before making a repair, check the damaged area carefully, and determine the procedure best suited to the type of damage. The following relates paint refinishing methods to various types of paint damage of damage or defects.



Defects and Refinishing Processes Ventilate when spraying paint. Most paint contains substances that are harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Read the paint label before opening paint container. Avoid contact with skin. Wear an approved respirator, gloves, eye protection and appropriate clothing when painting. Paint is flammable. Store in a safe place, and keep it away from sparks, flames or cigarettes. A. Damage or defects that have gone through to the aluminum alloy base surface Oxidation or deformation: Steps: Featheredging Preparation of the aluminum alloy base Apply of chemical coating to metal surface Metal conditioner, aluminum alloy treatment. Apply undercoat (primer surfacer) Apply intermediate coat 1 (surfacer and primer surfacer) Apply intermediate coat 2 (color matched to top enamel paint) Apply of top coat (body color paint) Solid color: Color enamel + color clear coat Metallic color: Metallic enamel + clear coat Pearl color: Pearl enamel + clear coat B. Damage or defects up to undercoat or intermediate coat 1 External damage or blisters:



C.



Damage defects up to intermediate coat 2 External damage:



D. Damage or defects which have not gone through to intermediate coats (only in top coat) Shallow scratches or score marks: (1) If damage has gone through to the metallic paint and pearl paint, spray metallic enamel and pearl enamel, then apply top coat wet on wet. (2) If damage has not reached the metallic and pearl paints and remained in the clear top coat, polish the damaged surface or spray clear top coat alone. NOTE: Try to repair by polishing as much as possible if the damage has not reached metallic and pearl paints. E. Replacement of Parts -1 Welded parts Front side frame, etc. (1) Perform



(2) Perform



(3) On back of parts, apply paint to where undercoats are burned by heat of welding. Follow this with a rust preventive treatment (see section 7). -2 Single Parts Painting of outer and inner hood, door, trunk lid etc. Painting of inside of the front fender and rear fender. (1) Perform (2) Perform Spray metallic and pear! enamel paints to door and other parts. (3) Only enamel top coat paint may be used. Solid color enamel Metallic enamel Pearl enamel (4) After spraying enamel paint, perform rust preventive treatment (apply inner or outer rust preventive agent).
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4C•4B (4-Coat•4-Bake) Paint Refinishing Processes NOTE:



Indicates steps which may be required according to the degree of damage)



Damage



Refinishing Processing 1. Featheredging (polishing damaged surface) 2. Preparation of aluminum alloy base 3. Air blowing/Degreasing 4. Treatment of aluminum alloy base 5. Filling/drying/Polishing 6. Air blowing/Degreasing 7. Masking (part) 8. Undercoating/Drying 9. Polishing undercoat 10. Air blowing/Degreasing 11. Masking 12. Spraying intermediate coat 1/Drying 13. Polishing intermediate coat 1 14. Air blowing/Degreasing 15. Masking (reinforcement) 16. Spraying intermediate coat 2/Drying 17. Polishing intermediate coat 2/Top coat 18. Air blowing/Degreasing 19. Masking 20. Spraying top coat/Drying (Black painting of roof panel) 21. Polishing/Buffing



To



To under/ To interaluminum intermedi- mediate alloy base ate, coats coat 2



Replacement Parts



To top coat



Welded part



Single part
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Refinishing Procedures 3.



1. Featheredging (polishing damaged areas) -1. Damage to aluminum alloy base Sand the damaged area flat and smooth with a double action sander and #60 or #80 disc paper. Sand the boundary between the metal surface and undercoat with a double action sander and #180 or #280 disc paper. Try to sand a larger area than the damage. NOTE: Make sure there is not height difference between the metal surface and undercoat. If double action sander is not available, use a rubber block and wrap sandpaper around it to sand the surface. To prevent eye injury, wear goggles or safety glasses whenever sanding, grinding.



cutting



or



-2. Damage to Undercoat Intermediate coat 1 Intermediate coat 2 Top coat Paint coat on replacement parts Sand the damaged surface flat and smooth with a double action sander and #280 or #320 paper. NOTE: If double action sander is not available, use a rubber pad and wet or dry sand the surface with #280, #320, #400 or #600 sandpaper. After sanding, check that the surface is flat and smooth. Perform the operations in Item 1-1 above for the areas where parts are welded to the body. 2.



Preparation of aluminum alloy base surface Remove all corrosion from the damaged area using #180 or #280 paper.



Air Blowing/Degreasing Air blow the sanded area, then degrease with a wax and grease remover (for USA usage-DuPont 38125 Enamel Reducer).



4. Treatment of aluminum alloy base Brush or spray a solution of chrome phosphate or washer primer to the exposed aluminum alloy base. Use the following materials to treat the aluminum alloy base: • KAR washer primer (Kansai Paint) (for usageDuPont) • 110 active primer Agent (Nippon Paint) • G113 treatment (Isam Paint) (for USA usageDuPont) NOTE: Follow the manufacturer's instructions. Treat the aluminum alloy base surface, as much as possible, to provide a better bonding surface for the subsequent paint. 5. Application of Filler Drying Sanding Small cracks or pinholes in the aluminum alloy base should be repaired with a filler and sanded flat and smooth. NOTE: Mix the filler to the hardener in the correct ratio. Follow the filler manufacturer's instructions.



Body parts being dried with an industrial dryer can not touch parts being dried. Allow the filler to air dry for about 5-6 minutes, then force dry with an infrared lamp. NOTE: Keep a 40-50 cm (16~20 in) from the filler while drying. Stop drying the filler if a white mark appears when the surface is scratched with your nail. Wet or dry sand the surface flat and smooth with a #280 or # 320 paper.



(cont'd)
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SIMPLE MANUAL NSX-S777 NSX-S778 NSX-S787 

... MAIN PARTS LIST - 2/9. C 123 87-010-196-080 CHIP CAPACITOR,0.1-25 ..CD. ...... ABCDE............... C 363 87-A10-292-080 CAP,M 5600P-50 J. ABCDE.
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1983 gm auto paint color chart dbid 28dod 
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Painting - Description 

Although surface preparation is the key to the proper application of any paint, a wide ... Bituminous coatings of either water-based emulsions or solvent cut-back ...
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Specifications: 

This instruction manual is designed to help you build a great flying aeroplane. ... They will also be able to advise on any insurance and safety regulations that ...
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Specifications 

Specifications subject to change without notice, and may not apply to every country. O: U.K. model. Page 3. KX250: Dimensions. Overall length. Overall width.
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Specifications 

OVERVIEW. The Shure SM57 unidirectional dynamic microphone is excep- tional for musical instrument pickup or for vocals. With its bright, clean sound and ...
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Specifications: 

4) Connect ignition module to pickup line of engine. Secure with Safety Clip, safety wire, tape or other method. Ensure the plugs will not come apart from vibra-.
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Painting a metal hom 

dry and oil-free because it is pre-filtered by an easily ... After you plug it in, simply flip a toggle switch and ... builder who wanted me to check it out for him . . . how ...
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Painting wings the e 

rotate the wing to any angle you want for .... restraint and the wing can be rotated or tilted to whatever angle you want to set it ... Major credit cards accepted.
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Aircraft Building: Painting Problems 

$1349. GARMIN. KMD-150 w/Internal GPS. MULTIâ€“FUNCTION DISPLAY. System Includes GPS Antenna,. Mounting Rack, Install Kit & Manuals. New Units, 2 yr.
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Painting Your Homebuilt - Size 

Some Thoughts About Color. Before deciding on the paint scheme, you should first select a color or colors to use. Maybe you have a "favorite color." Even so, it.
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Painting wings the e 

Unfortunately, having to repeat the preparations each time you com- plete a panel surface may tax the patience of your most dedicated helper. Naturally, having ...
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painting sacred spawnings 

in the mouth of the Amaxon river is ... standing on the blackened shore and ... shoreline. The mage must have reached the relative safety of the beach, for as the.
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Aircraft Building: Painting 

The cost of a professional aircraft paint job varies from ... paint, what paint to use, the paint- ing process itself, and ... percent) ends up as over spray, which drifts ...
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PE chart 

Enthalpy (kJ/kg). 250. 300. 300. 100. 150. 150. 200. 200. 250. 350. 350. 400. 450 o. 0.003. H. 0.006. 0.004. (0.005. -0.008. A. QU POND.
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140.6_FA_Icon_Size Chart 

ICON I4. ICON CANOPY SIZING CHART sensei and crossbraced canopies. SIZE. 71. 81. 91. 101. 111. 121. 71. 81. 91. 101. 111. 121. SIZE. SIZE. 99. 110. 120.
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color 

affected by the effect, or the brush. So the compositing affect only the current pixels on the layer. TEST : Pure color , max Sat , max Value. TEST : Pure color , max ...
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PE chart 

ENTHALPY. ENTHALPY. 20.0050 mkg. CAUTICAL POINT. POINT CRITIQUE. KRITISCHER PUNKT. WEWS OLI SE. OVOD. SUVA Refrigerant. MP-66. A00060.
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PE chart 

turated liquid - gesÃ¤ttigte flÃ¼ssigkeit. 200. 1.05 . ........ 0.2. --. -. 1 we 1.20. 250 ... 450. -. 300. 300. Enthalpy - Enthalpie - Enthalpie (kJ/kg). 350 400. 400. 350 ... 550. 550. 4 ....... wwwT. I. 600. 0.1. 600. Ã” Ã´. A co. Pressure - Press
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Frequency Chart 

Hz. B (H). 30,9 61,9 123,8 247,5 495 990 1980 3960 7920 15840. B (H). C. 33 66 132 264 528 1056 2112 4224 8448 16896. C. C#/Db. 34,8 69,6 139,2 278,4 ...
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gerhard richter painting 

to work and his personal history. Using footage ..... illustrated magazines for suitable subject matter for his paintings. .... skype: intlpress / +1-337-214-4815 (USA).
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Matte Painting - Pierre Migeot 

Substance Designer/Painter. Operating Systems: Windows, Linux. Basic Knowledge: Shotgun, Python, JavaScript. French: mother tongue. English: read, spoken ...
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Painting Your Homebuilt 

ness" is the intensity. The hue describes the name of the color such as yellow, red, blue, etc. The value describes the lightness of a color. The lighter the hue, the.
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Metal Surface Preparation For Painting 

construction with a felt pen must be removed with plenty of thinner or ... ALODINE - If you really want a first class job, use ... Zinc chromate is applied over alodine.
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